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Teaching Order 
 

You will find blog posts for each of the following 
persuasive techniques: 
• Name Calling 
• Loaded Terms 
• Testimonial 
• Bandwagon 

 
These can be taught in any order, or you may wish 

to introduce all the techniques during one lesson 
using the organizer. 
 

 
How to Get the Digital Version of these Handouts 

 
Get Google Slides here. 
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If you didn’t get the organizer that goes over 
the definitions for the four persuasive devices, 

you will find in in the handout for Bandwagon 
here. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1lfbtXooXpuDSPid_BtWCsJ24n8tLHb2ia0cj7ftT3so/copy
https://bookunitsteacher.com/writing/persuasive-techniques-bandwagon.pdf
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Testimonial Definition 
This technique is when an expert, public figure, or celebrity promotes or supports a product, policy, or 
political candidate.  

This technique also uses plain folk to show the product appeals to ordinary people. 
 

Questions to Ask 
• What makes this person a good representative to endorse this product? 
• Will the endorsement help sell the product? Explain why or why not. 
• Can you think of celebrities that actually hurt the product they were trying to promote? 
• What must a company consider before hiring a celebrity to endorse their product? For example, does 

age matter? 

 



Wix.com  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bcrrxRk-YeQ 

 
The Wix ad features Gal Gadot of Wonder Woman. 
She and Jason Statham who is known for his action-
thriller roles are eating in a restaurant. The two must 
fight a group of bad guys while the chef busily works on 
creating a website. 
 

With his headphones on working away on the ad, the 
chef doesn’t realize his restaurant is blown up. In the 
end, he uses the ad he created on Wix to help 
promote his new business, a food truck. 

 

Mercedes-Benz  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qoz2GAhH1WA 

 

The Mercedes-Benz ad features the Steppenwolf song 
Born to be Wild. In a biker bar, someone goes to the 
jukebox to play Born to be Wild. Patrons play pool and 
arm wrestle. A close-up of an Easy Rider movie poster 

foreshadows events to come. Soon someone comes 
inside the bar to say he has been blocked in. Everyone 
goes outside to see who would have the nerve to 
block in the bikers. Peter Fonda, wearing his Easy Rider 
American flag jacket, walks to his Mercedes gets in, 
and drives away. 
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Mobile Strike 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUxfKxk5Ny4 
 
Mobile Strike stars Arnold Schwarzenegger. A big battle scene takes place in the film. During the battle, 
famous one-liners from Schwarzenegger's movies are spoken. "I'm Back," and "Hasta la vista, baby," 
promote the game.  
 
 

Persil® ProClean® Big Game Commercial 
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZeKTIWgUfM 
 
Persil "The Professional!" features Bill Nye the Science Guy. His lab coat is stained during an 
experiment.  Actor Peter Hermann comes in as the stain-fighting superhero. He uses Persil to clean Nye's 
coat back to sparkly clean. 
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Complete the chart for each commercial advertisement. 

Wix.com  

 

Mercedes-Benz  

 

Mobile Strike 

 

Persil ProClean  

What is the author’s 
purpose for each of these 
commercials? 
 

Which famous people 

were used in each ad? 

 

Explain how this 

celebrity  is a good fit 

for the product 

advertised. 

 

Write an example 

statement that 

connects the celebrity 

to the product. 

For Example 

An actor that plays a 

doctor on television 

might say, “This man 

would have died if he 

had not received 

Wonder Cure 

Medicine.” 
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Sample Answer Key 
 
Complete the chart for each commercial advertisement. 

Wix.com  

 

Mercedes-Benz  

 

Mobile Strike 

 

Persil ProClean  

What is the author’s 
purpose for each of 
these commercials? 
 

to purchase a n 
account at 
Wix.com to create 
a website 

to buy a 
Mercedes-Benz 

to purchase, 
download , and 
play the game 
Mobile Strike 

to purchase Persil’s 
ProClean 
detergent 

Which famous people 
were used in each ad? 
 
Explain how this 
celebrity  is a good fit 
for the product 
advertised. 

Jason Statham 
and Gal Gadot 
 
Both actors play 
roles where they 
“fight the bad 
guy.” This makes 

the action scene 
fun to watch and 
believable. 

 

Peter Fonda 
 
Peter Fonda 
played in the 
megahit Easy Rider 
in 1969. This low 
budget film 

earned $60 million 
and became a 
landmark film of its 
time. 

Arnold 
Schwarzenegger 
 
Schwarzenegger 
has played in 
many fast action 
blockbuster films. 

He is best know for 
his Terminator 
roles. 

Bill Nye  
The Professional 
played by Peter 
Hermann 
 
Bill Nye wears a 
lab coat when he 

hosted his 
television show. 
Being a scientist is 
messy. 

Write an example 
statement that 
connects the celebrity 
to the product. 
For Example 
An actor that plays a 
doctor on television 
might say, “This man 

would have died if he 
had not received 
Wonder Cure 
Medicine.” 

Statham or Gadot 
–  
 
Even in a 
disruptive world, 
you can easily 
build a Wix 
website. 

Humor is shown 
when biker Peter 
Fonda gets into a 
Mercedes-Benz. 
 
Fonda- 
Look at my ride 
now. 

Arnold 
Schwarzenegger – 
Become an action 
hero by playing 
Mobile Strike. 

Bill Nye - Do you 
need an 
exceptionally 
clean lab coat? 
Persil ProClean will 
get the job done. 
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Teachers Pay 

Teachers 

http://www.teacherspayte

achers.com/Store/Gay-

Miller 

  

Visit my 

website at  

http://bookunitsteacher

.com/ 

  

Visit me on 

Pinterest at 

http://www.pinterest.com

/lindagaymiller/ 
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